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Kaminario Cloud Fabric forms the 
storage backbone of the modern 
software-defined data center

Cloud Fabric delivers the proven technology capability of 
Kaminario’s Composable Data Platform with the economics 
and agility of a software-defined storage solution.

Leveraging an established leadership position in the all-flash storage 

industry, Kaminario Cloud Fabric provides a highly flexible consumption 

model for cloud service providers. Highly flexible, usage based pricing 

provides access to Kaminario’s software platform. Cloud Fabric runs on 

industry standard hardware certified for compatibility by Kaminario. 

Customers get the functionality that earned Kaminario top ranking by 

Gartner for capability of storage arrays with the flexibility of a software-

defined storage product. Cloud Fabric delivers on the promise of the 

software-defined datacenter with no compromises on capability.
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Game-Changing Economics

Kaminario Cloud Fabric lets cloud service providers 
compete with hyperscale offerings by delivering extreme 
agility at a disruptive price point.

Hyperscale service providers have set the bar for datacenter cost 

efficiency and agility. To compete, every cloud service provider must 

embrace the concept of the software-defined datacenter (SDDC).  

Kaminario Cloud Fabric provides a path for rapidly adopting SDDC 

concepts. Leveraging industry-standard hardware and gaining full 

advantage to Kaminario’s industry leading performance, data reduction 

technology, and flexible scalability model, service providers can build 

highly efficient, highly agile storage infrastructures that rival industry 

leaders like AWS. 

In a 3rd party research study, it was shown that Cloud Fabric can deliver 

equivalent storage at one third the cost of the public cloud.
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Storage for What’s Next

Kaminario’s K2 all-flash array has an established leadership position in 

the storage industry. Recognized by Gartner as the top performing array 

in the 2017 Critical Capabilities Report for Solid State Arrays, the K2 

leads the industry in performance, scalability, and flexibility. 

The K2 is powered by Kaminario’s software-defined, Composable Data 

Platform incorporating VisionOS and Clarity. VisionOS is Kaminario’s 

software architecture and framework for delivering advanced data 

services. Kaminario Clarity is a management and analytics platform 

bringing intelligence, automation, and integrated support to simplify 

datacenter operations. 

Cloud Fabric delivers the value of Kaminario’s Composable Data 

Platform through a highly flexible, consumption-based software license.  

Cloud Service providers can leverage Cloud Fabric to better align their 

infrastructure costs to their business. 

Cloud Fabric is based on Kaminario’s proven storage 
infrastructure platform.



To learn more visit kaminario.com
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Your datacenter should  
help your business scale  
to new heights




